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Abstract
The process of signal management in pharmacovigilance includes a set of activities, 
which aim to determine whether there are new risks associated with a particular 
medicinal product, or whether known risks associated with a particular drug 
have changed in frequency or severity. The signal management process follows a 
systematic approach:  Signal detection, Signal Validation Signal prioritization,  Signal 
assessment, Recommendation for action, and finally Exchange of information. Signal 
detection is the most vital part of signal management. Traditional methods include 
usage of solitary  algorithms which are not accompanied by additional features 
of qualitative data mining resulting in mediocre performance. Intense efforts are 
invested to develop the quantitative and qualitative detection algorithms. To prevail 
over this limitation, we came up with a hybrid approach to effectively solve this 
drawback in which the algorithm is fueled to assess a signal, and also manage it for 
effective grading based on a qualitative approach. The present article provides a 
comprehensive and detailed description of our hybrid approach.

Introduction 
Every  pharmaceutical  product  approved to be used in a marked setting, has proven benefits, but 
also associated adverse effects. Timely detection of such unknown risks is pivotal to ensure the 
patient’s safety. The detection process applies to all medicinal products, covering their entire life 
cycle, specifically including clinical development and post-market phases, for any type of adverse 
event, serious or non-serious. Signal detection and signal management in  pharmacovigilance  
involves ongoing monitoring to identify case reports or case report series of adverse events (AE) 
that are worthy for further exploration and potentially requires safety actions such as a safety signal 
investigation.. Traditionally, signals are detected either qualitatively or quantitatively. The former 
involves the qualitative analysis through the manual assessment of Individual Case Safety Reports 
(ICSR) in an individual or cumulative manner. 

The latter, on the other hand involves the more common quantitative approach that makes use of 
statistical techniques - the most often used being disproportionality analysis. 

To identify the disproportionate reporting ratios the most common technique used is data mining. 
Data mining techniques most commonly known as Signal Disproportionality Analysis (SDAs) are used 
to explore a wide variety of databases of spontaneous reports for previously unknown associations 
between medicinal products and reported Adverse Events (AEs) that might have escaped 
the monitoring of manual case assessment. Quantitative signal detection or more specifically 
disproportionality analysis is most commonly done through disproportionality statistics i.e., by taking 
into account the ratio of the proportion of spontaneous ICSRs to the proportion that would be 
expected if no association had existed between the medicinal product and the event. A plethora of 
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different ways to calculate disproportionality are available, the most common or classical methods 
such as the proportional reporting ratio (PRR) or the reporting odds ratio (ROR) as well as using the 
Bayesian methods such as the Multi-item Gamma Poisson Shrinker (MGPS) and the Information 
Component (IC).

Most pharmacovigilance departments maintain a system to identify adverse drug reactions (ADRs) 
through analysis of spontaneous reports. The signal Disproportionality Analysis (SDAs) and the nature 
of the reporting databases vary between operators and it is unclear whether any algorithm can 
be expected to provide good performance in a wide range of environments. Although the current 
clinical assessment mostly relies on disproportionality analysis, it is solely based on aggregate 
numbers of reports and hence overlooks the quality and nature of content of the report. 

Moreover, signal management process includes the following steps:
• Signal detection, 

• Signal Validation 

• Signal prioritization,  

• Signal assessment, 

• Recommendation for action, and 

• Exchange of information 

Typically, the traditional software’s solutions lack a functional user interface for overall signal 
management. During the last 10 years it has been an exponential rise in data volume along with a 
proliferation of solicited and unsolicited safety reports, and predictions are that this trend will keep 
increasing over the next 5 years too.There will be vast increases and changes in surveillance data that 
will be reported in the near future. However, not only the volume of safety cases is increasing, also 
the source and type of records, including reports from electronic health records and claims, personal 
health records, standards for health data, data from Federal and private sector mobile devices 
for tracking health, and data from social websites (blogs, patient advocacy group sites, and search 
term logs). Hence a comprehensive Signal Management system would be required to handle such 
challenges. 

Vigirank - a data-driven screening algorithm for identifying potential causally associated 
safety signals can be a good hybrid approach. It accounts for report quality and content along 
with disproportionate reporting. Signal detection and prioritisation is done by using this 
predictive Vigirank algorithm on the computed Vigirank variables. The computed variables are 
Disproportionality reporting ratio (specifically IC or Information Component), Recent Reporting, 
Geographic spread, Informative reports, Time to onset, Dechallenge, Rechallenge, Solely reported, 
and Multiple reporting elements. The algorithm has been implemented using Lasso Logistic 
Regression on the data made available from the FAERS dataset. 

After identifying safety signals in an ad hoc manner, the next phase is signal prioritization. Vigirank 
provides an output score. This score along with a number of other factors can be taken for this 
phase. One can use reaction outcome or the seriousness features for prioritizing the signals with 
serious medical conditions. EMA has provided a set of serious events called Designated Medical 
Events (DMEs). This list acts as an important confounding factor for signal prioritization of signals. 
EMA suggests that the signals with these events should be assessed on high priority irrespective 
of the disproportionality ratios and, one should not entirely depend on this list alone. Important 
Medical Events (IMEs) is also a list of this kind which facilitates the prioritization task. Similarly 
every pharma company has their own list of events called Targeted Medical Events (TMEs) for their 
products.
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Signal validation includes validating a signal both analytically and through existing literature. 
The literature in the form of research articles can be fetched in sites like PubMed, drug labelling 
information etc. Analytical charts give clarity on the data like gender distribution, percentage 
of reports with particular drug characteristics etc. This step is like an initial assessment for each 
detected signal. After validation, one may classify each signal into one of the 3 categories i.e., valid 
signal, not a signal and worthy of further analysis. According to EMA GVP module ix, the various 
considerations that are useful in this phase include 

• previous awareness on the reaction and the available data on the SmPC of medicinal products  

• strength of the evidence like disproportionality, quality of data, dose-reaction relationship etc.

• clinical relevance and context. Which include understanding of drug-drug reactions, severity and 
consideration of medication errors.

The solution presented thus provides various functionalities including but not limited to PubMed 
and Drug label literature review along with summarization functionality, annotations as well as 
graphs to illustrate various statistical figures. Sections like “Open signals”, “Closed Signals”, “Further 
Evaluation”, “Keep Under Monitoring” “Archive” are created to manage the flow of a signal and all 
these sections have tables representing all the signals present in that stage of signal management. 
Since the quality and content of individual reports is of fundamental importance, we make use of 
the Vigirank algorithm along with an efficient user interface thus aiming to integrate the value of 
automation with the breadth of aspects used in clinical assessment.   

Datasets
While building the solution, numerous medical data was exhaustively analysed which was of 
paramount importance to prove the scalability, robustness, and superiority of the proposed system. 
Findings have been compiled below, subject to certain limitations.

a) FAERS is  a public spontaneous adverse event reporting system by FDA. Its data is open.

b) EudraVigilance is also an open safety database from EMA.

c) Drug labelling information of each medicinal product is used in the signal validation phase

d) PubMed, Cochrane Library are used to verify existing research literature and reviews for a 
particular drug event combination.

Signal detection and management
A response to a drug which is noxious and intended, and which occurs at doses normally used in 
humans for the prophylaxis, diagnosis, or therapy of disease, or for the modification of physiological 
function. An active surveillance system is the collection of case safety information as a continuous 
pre-organized process. Spontaneous reporting is done by the system whereby case reports of 
adverse events are voluntarily submitted from health professional and pharmaceutical manufacturers 
to the national regulatory monitoring authorities. 

Signal is a reported information on a possible causal relationship between an adverse event and a 
drug, the relationship being unknown or incompletely documented previously. Adverse event can be 
classified into four parts
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1) Severity : mild, moderate, or severe
2) Seriousness : Non serious or serious
3) Expectedness : Expected or Unexpected
4) Casuality : Related or Unrelated

Multiple factors contribute to Adverse Drug Reactions ( ADRS) 

1) Poor knowledge of pharmacology, adverse effects of drugs
2) Irrational use of drugs, poor prescribing patterns
3) Promotional activities by pharmaceutical company detailers
4) Lack of authentic sources of information
5) Liberal drug outlets and unhealthy pharmaceutical practices
6) Liberal OTC and self medications practices
7) Ignorant, illiterate public

Signal detection 
Signal detection Reporter information on a possible causal relationship between adverse event and 
drug. The relationship between the adverse event and a drug is either unknown or incompletely 
documented previously.  Usually more than a single report is required to generate a signal..  
Depending on the attributes of a signal such as seriousness,  reaction outcome  of event and the 
quality of the information a signal is considered to be evaluated further. It cannot be regarded as 
definitive as an evaluation and validation of the signal is necessary . Traditional approaches use  data 
mining algorithms to generate a signal. 

Challenges and data-mining mitigations related to safety report databases are as follows:

• Missing, incorrect, or vague information
• Separate reports about the same incident
• Events may be due to the treated condition, another condition, or another product.
• Over-reporting
• Timeliness of reporting and processing

Signal management 
Signal management processes is a set of activities performed to determine whether, based on  an 
examination of individual case safety reports (ICSRs), aggregated data from active surveillance 
system or studies, literature information or other data sources there are new risks associated with an 
active substance or medicinal product or whether the known risk has changed.

Steps followed in signal management are:

1. Signal detection

2. Signal validation

3. Signal analysis and prioritisation

4. Signal assessment

5. Recommendation for action

6. Exchange of information
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Traditional approaches
Although the present clinical assessment mostly focuses on disproportionality analysis, it does 
so purely on the basis of aggregate numbers of reports, ignoring the quality and character of the 
report’s content. In typical circumstances, the lack of functional user interface for overall signal 
management in traditional software’s solutions is a huge drawback. SDAs only consider quantitative 
parameters while ignoring the qualitative parameters which can have a role in determining if a given 
medicinal product and reaction combination is signal or not.  

Vigirank and vigigrade
It is a predictive algorithm based on the training, it predicts a score as output for each signal.  
Machine learning implemented using Lasso Logistic Regression.  The required nine variables are 
computed from the database.  All the computed variables are transformed using mathematical 
curves to maintain consistency and diminish the effect on addition of extra reports.  The transformed 
variables are taken as inputs for the vigirank and a confidence score is generated as output. This 
score tells about the potential of a signal to be further assessed.  The output score is used for signal 
prioritization. Vigirank Training: Known positive signals and negative signals are prepared as follows:

a)  Positives: collected historical safety signals from project PROTECT (Pharmacoepidemiological 
Research on Outcomes of Therapeutics by a European Consortium) co-ordinated by EMA. 

 (http://www.imiprotect.eu/adverseDrugReactions.shtml ).

b)  Negatives: are made by matching products with meddra PTs of HLTs which are not the HLTs of 
confirmed PTs for that product. For all the prepared signals, the nine variables are computed. 

A target binary field is created representing whether the signal is positive or negative (i.e., 1 or 0 
respectively). Available data is split into training and testing signals. Lasso Logistic Regression, a 
Machine learning algorithm is used to train the vigirank using training set.
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Fig. 1: Proposed System Architecture 
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Proposed system architecture
Public databases like FAERS, EudraVigilance etc have the safety reports in the form of ICSRs 
(i.eIndividual Case Safety Report) in E2B/M2 formats. The ICSRs are collected from the FAERS 
database. A total of 45 fields are collected from each ICSR and stored in the project database. 

Known positive signals and negative signals are prepared  as follows:

1. Positives: collected historical safety signals from project PROTECT (Pharmacoepidemiological 
Research on Outcomes of Therapeutics by a European Consortium) co-ordinated by EMA.

2. Negatives: are made by matching products with meddra PTs of HLT. 

A target binary field is created representing whether the signal is positive or negative (i.e., 1 or 0 
respectively). Available data is split into training and testing signals. Lasso Logistic Regression, a 
Machine learning algorithm is used to train the vigirank using training set.

The Vigirank algorithm is used for signal detection. Vigirank uses quantitative and qualitative 
variables for detecting and prioritizing the signals before in-depth assessment.  Here a improved 
vigirank algorithm is applied using more independent variables like Disproportionality (IC), time to 
onset, dechallenge, rechallenge, Solely reported, multiple reporting system, informative reports, 
geographical spread, recent reporting.The nine variables are computed for a signal using the available 
data records. Here, Information component (IC) is a quantitative variable taken for the vigirank. This 
disproportionality algorithm is used by UMC (Uppsala Monitoring Centre). Any other algorithm can 
be used as a variable for vigirank in the same way. The results of Proportional Reporting Ratio (PRR), 
Reporting Odds Ratio (ROR), Gamma Poisson shrinkage (GPS) for each signal are considered with IC.

The transformed variables are taken as inputs for the vigirank and a confidence score is generated as 
output. This score tells about the potential of a signal to be further assessed.The output score is used 
for signal prioritization.

A priority score (ranging 1-12) and a priority remark is generated on the basis of DMEs, IMEs, vigirank 
output score, vigigrade, reaction outcomes and seriousness features.

DME : Designated Medical Events. The list includes serious medical events that are assessed on high 
priority irrespective of statistical importance.

IME : Important Medical Events. This list specifies important adverse events and helps in day to day 
pharmacovigilance activities by EMA

Vigirank by UMC Considered parameters
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Recent reporting

Geographic spread (NCountry)

Informative reports (vigiGrade)

Narratives

Disproportionality (IC)

Recent Reporting
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Time to onset

Dechallenge

Rechallenge

Solely reported

Multiple reporting elements

Fig. 2: Parameters considered by out proposed system
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Signal validation includes analysis of different data fields for deeper insights. Here, charts like gender 
distribution, drug characterization, geographic spread through country map plot, forest plot for 
disproportionality analysis, node graphs etc are implemented.Relevant literature is fetched through 
an API to evaluate a signal. NLP functionalities such as text summarization and keyword extraction 
are integrated. Managing the flow of a signal from incoming signal to further analysis to archive/end.

“Open signals”, “Further Analysis”, “Archive” are created to manage the flow of a signal. ‘Open signals’ 
section contains all the signals that are yet to be assessed. After completing initial assessment, the 
user can write the necessary annotation, change the status and send to other sections. If the signal 
is found to be negative, they will be sent to the ‘Archive’ section. Otherwise, it will be sent to the 
‘Further analysis’ section if the user wants a deeper assessment. Users can change the status of a 
signal anytime. Annotation of the signal by Master and Editor. Downloading detailed reports in the 
form of pdf and csv can be implemented. Dataset can also be downloaded. Access control is under 
Master’s supervision. Master can edit or remove a viewer.

Traditionally, signals are detected either qualitatively through the manual assessment of individual 
case safety reports (ICSR) or quantitatively through statistical techniques - the most commonly used 
being disproportionality analysis.Moreover, the traditional software solutions lack a functional user 
interface for overall signal management. The current method of detecting a signal is predominantly 
based on detection and validation with interactive graphical user interface for Signal Management. 
Our method is a hybrid method which assesses each signal with unambiguity and produces quality 
results.
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Priority score
and remark
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Literature extraction,

analysis charts

User 
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Annotations
Master
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Viewer
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Fig. 3: Flow diagram for management of signals

Fig. 4: Base Use case diagram
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Future scope
Pharmacovigilance is an important and life saving field where Signal detection and its assessment 
has a paramount significance in ensuring that safe drugs are only served to the patient. Since clinical 
trials  are conducted under strictly controlled conditions they only provide limited information to 
work on signal detection. Some of the adverse drug reactions can be detected only after long term 
use in larger populations and in specific patient groups due to specific concomitant medications 
or disease. Marketing the drug which has trust of people and known reactions are known in order 
to avoid any adverse event, the detection of safety signals which are not previously known needs 
to be explored as early as possible. For this post marketing data is used and it is one of the major 
challenges of pharmacovigilance. The current method of detecting a signal is predominantly based on 
detection and validation but the management part is still lagging. So here comes our hybrid method 
which assesses each signal with unambiguity and produces quality results.  

1. The application can provide the option to run the vigirank algorithm with their desired variables. 
This can include their desired disproportionality algorithm.

2. NLP can be applied on the text obtained from literature extraction thus assisting the user in a 
better way.

3. Users can be tracked and any changes if present, shall be logged into the database.

4. Audit trail for a signal showcasing its entire journey with all the required attachments, dates can 
be implemented and submitted to an user in the form of a report.

5. Email and pop-up notifications can be enabled.

6. All the graphs and other analytics can be made dynamic

7. Drug-drug similarity can also be modeled using pharmacological data of several drugs. This will be 
helpful in signal evaluation.

8. A decision tree can be constructed to show the recommendations to the users about each signal.

9. Drug molecules and their pharmacokinetics/pharmacodynamics can be shown in graphical/
animated forms.

 Conclusion
We came across signal detection, signal prioritization, signal validation, how signal is processed in 
native methods, its flaws and how we came through those difficulties using our hybrid methodology. 
Thus, the hybrid method’s result precision is comparatively higher than the native method and hence 
we are one step closer to perfecting the signal processing. Though signal detection is our priority, 
signal management is also the major part we need to focus on. Our hybrid method incorporated 
major signal management techniques to produce unambiguous results to the user as well as coping 
up with the ever increasing sizes of the reports databases without compromising the speed of 
identification of potential safety issues and aid in prioritization safety issues. Free personnel can 
devote a higher proportion of their time to tasks that aren’t yet readily assisted by machines.
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